Introduction.



I would like to start our story with a warm memory of April 2021 when 

I participated in the Kabosu presale and made over 100x. 



I was over the moon at the time, but many of my friend skipped it 

and couldn't earn with me. And especially for them we decided to make 

an improved version of the Kabosa token. Kabosa Finance. 



So now everyone can participate and understand this amazing feeling
when you see your wallet balance increase in front of your eyes. Maybe 

for someone it will be the first big earnings. We thought long and hard
about how we could improve the contract and decided not to reinvent
the wheel. Yes, it's pretty simple and banal - by buying our coin, you will
permanently start getting rewards for your hold in DOGE coins. "DOGE 

is so trivial"- can you say, but all I can tell you is....a little bit patience
and less greed guys, don't sell your rewards in DOGE and you will be
pleasantly surprised in 6-10 month

. 



And now let's get to the official part of our document about how
distribution will work, talk more about our tokenomics and more...


Behind the scenes…

Kabosu Finance whitepaper aims to educate readers on our vision, 

strategy and roadmap. Below we illustrate in details our redistribution mechanism.

SECURITY
Our contract is fully audited (please take a look at the audit
report), the team is KYCed, the owner is doxed.

LOCKED LIQUIDITY
Initial liquidity will be locked for 6 months to provide holders with
peace of mind that the token can always be exchanged. The liquidity
is locked in a secure locker for the full timeframe
$DOGE REDISTRIBUTION
Popularizer by baby and ghostface, a transaction fee is applied to every single
BUY/SELL orders, tokens are then swapped in realtime for $DOGE and added 

to a pool (similar to how liquidity pools work). Once per hour rewards will be
automatically distributed to the wallets based on investors holding % and the
current pool size. Not a single action is required. You KabosuFinance token 

is amount persistant and won’t change.

10% BUY/SELL Tax:


3% rewards 

2% added to liquidity 

1% burn 

4% marketing wallet + 

manual buyback

Token type:

Super Deflationary

Total Supply:

1 Quadrillion

Presale supply: 61%

Tokenomics
Total transaction fee:

BUY/SELL — 10%

Presale hard cap 250 BNB

www.kabosu-finance.com

